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VoL 54. No. 245

Friday. December 22, 1989

This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER
contains editorial corrections of previously
published Presidential, Aule, Proposed
Rule, and Notice documents. These
corrections are prepared by the Office of
the Federal Register. Agency prepared
corrections are issued as signed
documents and appear in the appropriate
document categories elsewhere in the
issue.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Institute of Standards and
Technology

[Docket No. 90365-9065]

Proposed Revision of FIPS PUB 151,
Posix; Portable Operating System
Interface for Computer Environments

Correction

In notice document 89-6814 beginning
on page 14829 in the issue of Thursday.
April 13. 1989, make the following
correction:

On page 14831, in the first column. in
the third complete paragraph. in the
second line. remove "October 13, 1989"
and insert "6 months after publication in
the Federal Register".
BlUING CODE 1505-01·D

NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 170

RIN 3150-AD23

Revision of Fee Schedules:
Radioisotope Licensea and Topical
Reports

Correction

In proposed rule document 89·28157
beginnin.g on page 49763 in the issue of
Friday. Decemher 1. 1989, make the
following corrections:

1. On page 49763, in the third column,
in the third line, "NCR" should read
"NRC".

2. On page 49764, in the first column,
under "Section 170.11 Exemptions", in
the seventh line, insert "the" after
·'under".

3. On the same page. in the same
column, under "Section 170.11
~xemptions", in the second paragraph
In the 12th line. "institutions" should '
read "institution".

4. On the same page, in the second
column. under "Section 170.12 Payment
of Fees", in the second paragraph, in the
fourth line, "were" should read "where".

5. On the same page. in the third
column, in the last complete paragraph,
in the first line, insert "which" after
"method".

6. On page 49766. in the first column.
under "VI. REGULATORY ANALYSIS, in the
fourth line. "(32 U.S.C. 9701) should read
(31 U.S.C. 9701).

7. On the same page. in the third
column. in the fourth complete
paragraph. in the fifth line. "533" should
read "553".

8. On page 49767. in the th.ird column.
under t 170.12(h), in the seventh line,
"licenses" should read "licensees".

9. On page 49768, in the second
column, in the table of "Schedule of
Materials Fees", under entry 1.A., in the
fifth line, "ore" should read "more".

10. On the same page, in the same
column, in the same table, under entries
1.C. and 1.D.. in the sixth and ninth lines
after the "colon" add footnote 4.

11. On page 49769. in the third column.
in the same table, under entry 3.0., in
the fifth line. after the "colon" add
footnote 5.

12. On page 49770. in the first column.
the entry for 5.A. should read "Licenses
specifically authorizing use of byproduct
material, source material, and/or special
nuclear material for well logging, well
surveys, and tracer studies other than
field flooding tracer studies:"

13, On the same page, in the same
column. the entry for 5.B: should read
"Licenses specifically authorizing use of
hyproduct material for field flooding
tracer studies:"

14. On the same page, in the same
column. under entry 7.B.. in the 12th line.
"devices" was misspelled.

BILLING CODE 1505-01·0

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Parts 11, 13,21,67,137,199

[Docket No. 26020; Amdt. Nos. 11-32. 21-67.
129-19.137-13,199-2] -

RIN 2120-AD24

Organizational Changes and
Delegations of Authority

Correction

In rule document 89-22317 beginning
on page 39288 in the issue of Monday..
Septemher 25. 1989. make the following -
corrections: .

§ 11.25 [Corrected)

1. On page 39290, in the first column
under § 11.25, in the first line, •
"11.25{h)(iv)" should read
"11.25(b)(2)(iv)".

§ 21.215 [Corrected]

2. On page 39291. in the ftrst column.
under t 21.215, in the first line,
"Application" should read
"Applications".

§ 67.19 [Corrected)

3. On page 39292, in the first column,
under § 67.19. in the last line,
"Managers" should read "Manager".

§ Appendix Ato Part 129 [Corrected)

4. On page 39294, in the first column,
under "Appendix A to Part12~", in the
second line, "(0)" should read "(h)".

§ 137.77 ICorrected]

5. On the same page. in the third
column, under § 137.77, in the first line
the (c) should he removed. •

§ 199.27 [Corrected)

6. On page 39296, in the third column,
under § 199.27, in the second line. insert
quotation marks (") after the word
"function".

BILLING CODE 1505001·D
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Federal Aviation Administration 

t4 CFR Part 91 

(Docket No. 26001; Special Federal Aviation 
Regulallon (SFAR) No. 47-3) 

Special Flight Authorization for Noise 
Restricted Aircraft 

AGENCY: Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA), DOT. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARV: This Special Federal Aviation 
Regulation (SF AR) provides for limited 
issuance of special flight authorizations 
to conduct certain nonrevenue 
operatibns that are otherwise prohibited 
by the noise restrictions found in the 
general operating rules of the Federal 
Aviation Regulations (FAR). The current 
rule expires on December 31, 1989. This 
rule extends SFAR 47 through December 
31, 1991, to allow non·complying Stage 1 
aircraft to operate to or within the 
United States for the purpose of being 
hushldtted or scrapped to obtain spare 
parts for U.s. military aircraft. 
DATES: Effective date of this amendment 
is January 1. 1990. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Mrs. Laurette Fisher, Policy and 
Regulatory Division (AEE-300). Office of 
Environment and Energy. Federal 
Aviation Administration, 800 
Independence Ave .. SW., Washington, 
DC 20591. telephone: (202) 267-3561. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Background 

Pursuant to part 91 of the Federal 
Aviation Regulations (FAR). on or after 
January 1, 1985. no person may operate 
a civil subsonic turbojet airplane with a 
maximum weight of more than 75,000 
pounds to or from an airport in the 
United States unless that airplane has 
been shov.-n to comply with Stage 2 or 
Stage 3 noise levels under part 36. This 
restriction applies to U.S.-registered 
aircraft that have standard 
airworthiness certificates and foreign
registered aircraft that would be 
required to have 8 U.S. standard 
airworthiness certificate in order to 
conduct the operations intended for the 
airplane were it registered in the United 
States. SF AR 47 became effective 
January 1, 1965. (50 FR 7751, February 
26, 1985) and permilled certain 
operations of noise-restricted aircraft 
without a formal grant of exemption 
under FAR part 11. The Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) has determined 
this process to be cost beneficial Bnd 
time-efficient both to the government 
and the private sector. SFAR 47 has 

been extended twice since December 31. 
1986 (51 FR 47219, December 31, 1986, 
and 52 FR 47672, December 15, 1987). 
The SF AR extensions limited operations 
to the hushkilling, scrapping. or 
exporting of Stage 1 aircraft. 

This rule amends SF AR 47 to exiend 
the regulation to December 31, 1991, to 
allow operators to hushkit their Stage 1 
non-complying aircraft or scrap them 
under specific conditions. Exporting 
non-complying aircraft is no longer 
allowed. 

Paperwork Reduction Act 

The reporting requirements contained 
in this regulation have been approved 
by the Office of Management and . 
Budget under the provisions of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1960 (Pub. 
L. 98-511) and have been assigoed OMB 
Control Number 2120-0518. 

Review of Comments 

This amendment is based on Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking No. 89-22 
published in the Federal Register on 
September 6, 1939 (54 FR 171). 

Interested persons have been afforded 
the opportunity to participate in the 
development of all aspects of this 
rulemaking by submitting written 
comments to the public docket. The 
period for submitting comments closed 
September 25, 1989. All comments 
received have been reviewed Bnd 
considered in the issuance 6f this fmal 
rule. The provision of SF AR 47 that 
allows operators to hushkit Stage 1 non
complying aircraft remains valid. The 
provision of SF AR 47 that allows 
operators to scrap non-complying 
aircraft will be retained with the 
requirement that these aircraft are being 
scrapped to obtain spare parts for the 
military. in support of the national 
defense. The provision of SFAR 47 for 
exporting aircraft will not be renewed. 
The reasons for adopting this 
modification are based on the following 
recommendations from the commenters. 

Eight public comments were received 
concerning the granting of the special 
flight authorization for noise-restricted 
aircraft. All of the commenters 
supported the extension of SFAR 47 to 
December 31. 1991. Several commenters 
indicated a need to provide additional 
time to install Stage 2 or Stage S 
hushkits on non·complying Stage 1 
aircraft. One commenter stated that it 
expected to continue hushkitting one or 
two aircraft per month through 1990, and 
possibly well into 1991. 

One commenter stated that "the 
purpose of SF AR 47 was to simplify and, 
therefore. enCOUl'age noise reduction 
modifications. Foreign operators driven 
either by national mandate or a need to 

operate into countries where noise rules 
are more advanced. should continue to 
be provided· the most simple means to 

~ achieve that end. Complication of the 
modification process by reliance on a 
formal grant of exemption could cause 
delays and therefore additional costs 
that would only frustrate foreigo 
operators attempts to quiet their 
airplanes." 

Information now available to the FAA 
through applications for Supplemental 
Type Certificates indicates that 
manufactUl'ers are developing Stage S 
hushkils for non-complying Stage 1 
aircraft. Airport operators and the 
public are demanding more Stage 3 
aircraft operations at airports, 8S shown 
by the number of new orders for Stage S 
aircraft to replace existing Stage 2 
aircraft. With the continuing demand for 
quieter aircraft, the SF AR extension 
allows operators to convert their non
complying aircraft from Stage 1 to Stage 
2 or Stage 3 at their discretion. 
Therefore. the FAA will continue to 
allow non-complying aircraft to be 
brought to the United States for 
purposes of hushkiUing Stage 1 aircraft 
to Stage 2 or Stage 3. 

Four commenters requested that the 
FAA retain the provision in SFAR 47 
which allows operations for scrapping 
non·complying aircraft for the purpose 
of supporting the United States Air 
Force KG-135 )T3D re·engining program. 
The KG-135 tanker fleet supports U.S. 
strategic national defense. When KG-
135 assets and mission assignments are 
transferred from the Strategic Air 
Command to the Air National Guard 
and Air Force Reserve, the aircraft must 
be modified with JT3D engines from 
donor B-707 aircraft. Delays in 
deliveries of the donor B-707 aircraft to 
contractors for re-engining efforts could 
cause a lapse in strategic tanker support 
because of the non~supportable 
configuration of the current KC-135 
engines. If the exemption for scrapping 
aircraft is eliminated. the costs of the 
next ffSD re·engining contract will 
increase significantly. Without this 
provision. the contractor would have to 
(1) request a special exemption for each 
flight under FAR Part 11 exemption 
procedures. increasing the 
administrative costs of both operators 
and the FAA; or (2) remove the engines 
outside the United States and ship them 
into the United States; or (3) "deliver" 
the airplanes to the Air Force outside 
the United States. necessitating ~n Air 
Force crew to be dispatched to fly the 
plane as a military aircraft to Davis 
Monthan Air Force Base. Arizona. In 
any case. the cost to the government 
would increase significantly and a 
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possible dislllption to our strategic 
military program could occur. The FAA 
concurs with this position Bnd will 
continue to allow the operation of these 
aircraft to be scrapped for the spare 
parts needed for U.S. national defense 
programs. 

Only two commenters supported 
extension of those provisions in SF AR 
47 wh'ich allow aircraft to be exported. 
These commenters did not submit any 
data to support continuing the 
exportation of non-complying aircraft 
During the period of January 1. 1989. to 
July 20. 1969. the FAA received 32 
requests for special flight authorizations 
and all were for hushkitting purposes 
only. There were no applications for 
exporting aircraft. In light of this. and 
because the commenters did not submit 
any data to support this provision, the 
F Ar,\ does nol concur with. continuing 
the prova~jun for exportation of non
complying aircraft. 

Economic /Regulatory Impact E\'aluation 

This rule will have negligible 
economic impact. The rule provides an 

. allernative from the exemption process 
for certain operations, reducing the 
administra tive costs of both opera tors 
.nd the FAA. While the operations are 
not without some noise impact. they·will 
be insignificant, since the number of 
operations at anyone airport will be 
limited. 

Environm.ntal Analysis 

Pursuant to Department of 
Transportation "Policies and Procedures 
for Considering Environmental Impacts" 
(FAA Order 1050.10). a Finding of No 
Significant Impact has been prepared 
and placed in the public docket. The 
changes proposed in this rule do not 
significantly aIfect the quality of the 
human environment. 

Federalism Implications 

The regulations adopted herein will 
not have substantial direct effects on the 
States, on the relationship between the 
National Government and the States, or 
on the distribution of power and 
responsibilities among th.e various levels 
of Government. Therefore, in 
accordance with Executive Order 12612. 
it is determined that this rule does not 
have sufficient federalism implications 
to wa..-rant the preparation of a 
Federalism Assessment. 

Conclusion 

The rule has minimal economic 
consequences. Accordingly, for the 
reasons stated above, the FAA certifies 
that: (1) The amendment does not 
involve a major rule under Executive 
Order 12291; (2) the amendment is not 
significant nor does it requ~ a 
Regulatory Evaluation under DOT 
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44 
FR 11034. February 26. 1979); and (3) the 
amendment will not have a significant 
economic impact, positive or nagative. 
on a substantial nwnber of small entities 
under the criteria of the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act. In addition. this rule will 
have little or no impact on trade' 
opportunities for U.S. firms doing 
business overseas. or for foreign firms 
doing business in the United States. 

The FAA bas determined that public 
interest in the reduction of aircraft noise 
and the nwnber of non-complying 
aiJ'craft require tha t this rule be made 
effective in less than 30 days. Thia rule 
imposes no additional burden upon 
operators and provides an alternative 
from the exemption process which 
would be nec2ssary if the rule 
tenninated December 31. 1989. 
Accordingly, good cause exists under 5 
U.S.C. 553(d) to make this rule effective 
in less than 30 days. 

Usts of Subjects In 14 ern Part 91 

Air carriers. Aviation saIety. Safety, 
Aircraft, Air traffic control. Airspace. 
Air transportation, Airworthiness 
directives and standards. 

The F'mal Rule 

Accordingly. the FAA amends part 91 
of the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 
eFR part 91) by emending Special 
Federa l Aviation Regulation 47 as 
follow s; effective January 1. 1990: 

PART 91-GENERAL OI>ERATING AND 
FLIGHT RULES 

1. The authority citation for part 91 
continues to read a8 follows: 

Authority, 49 U.S.C. 1301(71. 1303. 1344. 
1346.1352 through 1355, 1401. 1421 through 
1431, 1471, 1472. 1502. 1510, 1522, 2121 through 
2125; Articles 12, 29, 31. and 32(a) of the 
Convention on International Civil Aviation 
(61 Slate 1100); 42 U.S.C. 106(8) (Revised Pub. 
1.. 97-449, January 12, 1903.) 

Special Federal Aviation Regulation 
47-[Amended] -

2. Paragraph 2(b) is removed. 
3. Paragraph 2(c) is redesignated as 

2(b ) and is revised to read as foll ows: 

SFAR No. 47 

• • • 
~. . . . . 

(b] Operations deemed necessary b~' the 
FAA for scrapping airplanes to obtain spare 
parts to support U.S. military programs f(lr 
the n,ltional defense. 
• • 

4. Paragraph 5 is amended by 
removing the year "1989" and 
substituting the year "1991" in its place. 

Issued at Washington, DC on December 18, 
1989. 
James B. Busey, 
Administrator. 
(FR Doc. a~29779 Fiied 12-UH19; 2,02 pm] 
BlUING CODE CSllO-13-M 
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